














Project 2

Animal  

Bird-Man: Ornitho-phobia, Hybrid Perception

White Box Gallery, New York, U.S.A., 2005.
G2 gallery, Chicago, U.S.A., 2006

프로젝트 2

동물
 

조-인(鳥-人): 조류공포증, 혼성지각

화이트박스갤러리, 뉴욕, 미국, 2005.
갤러리 G2, 시카고,  미국, 2006.
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Black Bird, Single Channel Video, 1min39sec, 2004.

심상진화 : 수평양안시-수직양안시 (Mind Evolution: Horizontal Binocular Vision - Vertical Binocular Vision)















‘Eye-PDs’ and ‘Port-scape’ 

Step 1. Eye-PDs (Eye-Perception-Drawing system)

What is the ‘Eye-PDs’? Eye-PDs is a device for brain image drawing. 
With the Eye-PDs system, an eye is a brush and video frames are drawing materials. 

Step 2. 'Port-scape' drawn by the portable Eye-PDs  

What is the 'Port-scape'? It is the mixed concept of 'portrait' and 'landscape'. 

Eye-PDs is composed of three real-time video cameras, four servo-motors, a PIC 
microcontroller and Max/MSP/Jitter (a real time video/audio processing software). 
Video camera captures a movement of the one eye and sends the real-time video to 
Max/MSP/Jitter in a computer. Tracking the movement of the one eye, Jitter sends 
two XY values of the eye’s central position to the micro-controller. The PIC micro-
controller controls the servo-motors and makes the camera move horizontally and 
vertically according to the eye’s movement. 

The video image of the surveillance camera on the servo-motors is sent to Jitter 
again. After that, the moving images are accumulated in the computer, which 
analyzes the process of visual perception such as the order of eye-focusing, the 
duration of eye-pause and the number of blinks, and so on. 

Using this information, the accumulated video images, 29.97 frames per second, are 
layered, scaled, focused-in or focused-out and positioned according to the eye 
reaction. Through the eye and the process of system, the Eye-PDs construes a still 
image as a Gestalt, "whole form". The Gestalt image by Eye-PDs, is due to the 
traces of seeing and the degree of concentrating. Eye-PDs is neither a Human Eye 
nor a Camera Eye, but it reflects on the physiological reaction of the human eye in 
real time and it is also a recordable as a camera eye. Through this Third Eye, I 
expect to reveal the participant’s sub-consciousness in perceiving. 

Ultimately, I intend to express a 'Port-Scape'as a perception record of personal 
feeling about historical site. The 'Port-(rait-Land)-scape' is a mixed concept of 
'portrait' and 'landscape'. In my opinion, It could be realized by the Eye-PDs. 
Because the Eye-PDs is a drawing device based on the camera eye and,willingly or 
unwillingly, it shoots figures and the scenery at the same time. Video frames from the 
Eye-PDs, are drawing materials and an eye is the brush. 
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불륜 (8초 시퀀스 중) , 16mm필름을 HD비디오로 변환, 2008.
Immorality (one of the 8 second sequences), still images of HD digital converted video from 16mm film, 2008.  

토(土)요일 (56초 영화 연작 중), 포스터 (와이드칼라, 라이트패널), 85×120(cm), 2008.
Saturday-Earth (poster of the 56 second movie), digital printing, wide color & light panel.
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